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The degenerate and nondegenerate two-photon absorption~2PA! spectra for a symmetric and an
asymmetric fluorene derivative were experimentally measured in order to determine the effect of
intermediate state resonance enhancement~ISRE! on the 2PA cross sectiond. The ability to tune the
individual photon energies in the nondegenerate 2PA~ND-2PA! process afforded a quantitative
study of the ISRE without modifying the chemical structure of the investigated chromophores. Both
molecules exhibited resonant enhancement of the nonlinearity with the asymmetric compound
showing as much as a twentyfold increase ind. Furthermore, the possibility of achieving over a one
order of magnitude enhancement of the nonlinearity reveals the potential benefits of utilizing
ND-2PA for certain applications. To model ISRE, we have used correlated quantum-chemical
methods together with the perturbative sum-over-states~SOS! expression. We find strong qualitative
and quantitative correlation between the experimental and theoretical results. Finally, using a
simplified three-level model for the SOS expression, we provide intuitive insight into the process of
ISRE for ND-2PA. © 2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1770726#
I. INTRODUCTION
Two-photon absorption~2PA! has attracted appreciable
interest in the fields of photonics, chemistry, and biology due
to the emergence of technologies that can exploit it. Among
these are photodynamic cancer therapy,1 three-dimensional
fluorescence imaging,2 microfabrication and optical data
storage,3 as well as optical power limiting.4 The two key
features of 2PA which make it an ideal candidate for the
above applications are~1! its quadratic dependence on the
incident irradiance which provides spatial selectivity in three
dimensions and~2! the improved penetration depth into an
absorbing medium afforded by the use of longer wavelength
photons. Designing materials which exhibit large 2PA cross
sections not only reduces the tolerances on devices employ-
ing 2PA by increasing their sensitivity but also allows one to
reduce the intensity of the excitation source and therefore
ameliorate the conditions with regard to optical damage. Or-
ganic molecules are promising candidates for efficient two-
photon absorbers because their material properties can be
tailored through molecular engineering. Consequently, de-
sign strategies for optimizing an organic compound’s two-
photon absorbing properties are crucial. Guidelines for such
structure/property relations are becoming much more viable
as studies combining quantum-chemical analysis and experi-
mental data become more prevalent.
Several studies investigating these chemical structure–
nonlinear optical property relationships for organic materials
have already proven successful. Optimization strategies have
included extension of the chain length inp-conjugated
systems,5 altering the strengths of the electron donating~D!
and accepting~A! end groups in both quadrupolar6–8 and
dipolar9 type compounds, as well as synthesizing compounds
with multipolar geometries.10
Another far less investigated avenue for improving the
2PA properties of organics is resonance enhancement. When
the energy difference between the photon energy and the
energy of the nearest one-photon allowed state~th detuning
energy! is reduced, dramatic enhancement of the 2PA will be
observed.11 However, it should be noted that the minimum
detuning energies achievable are inevitably limited by the
natural linewidth of the transition~and any associated inho-
mogeneous broadening!. Beyond this point, simultaneous
2PA, an instantaneous third-order nonlinear process, is domi-
nated by sequential two-photon absorption~ r excited-state
absorption!, an effective third-order nonlinearity, which re-
sults in the loss of any potential benefits true 2PA affords.
Of particular interest is the case where at least one of the
incident photons approaches a resonance with the lowest
one-photon allowed state, a condition known as intermediate
state resonance enhancement~ISRE!. The work devoted to
exploiting this condition for the purpose of maximizing a
molecule’s 2PA properties has been promising and yet lim-
ited in its scope. Pati, Marks, and Ratner12 used conforma-
tional changes in a group of dipolar compounds to effec-
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tively alter the detuning energy to reach this resonance
enhancement. Kogejet al.13 and Zojeret al.7 explored the
possibilities of this enhancement in dipolar and quadrupolar
systems, respectively, by altering the ground-state polariza-
tion, which in turn gave rise to a smaller detuning energy.
Barzoukas and Blanchard-Desce14 also investigated reso-
nance enhancement in both dipolar and quadrupolar systems
as a function of the mixing of neutral and zwitterionic forms
of the molecule. Each of the previous groups utilized
quantum chemical analysis for their studies. In contrast,
Drobizhevet al.15 and Kamadaet al.16 showed experimental
evidence of this enhancement process in substituted porphy-
rin systems and symmetric substituted diacetylenes, respec-
tively. However, in all these cases the groups focused on
degenerate 2PA~D-2PA!, a process in which the sample si-
multaneously absorbs two photons of identical~or degener-
ate! energies. Since D-2PA into the two-photon allowed ex-
cited stateue8& of the molecule was studied (Ege8'2\v),
resonance enhancement was achieved if the energy of the
molecule’s lowest lying one-photon allowed stateue& ap-
proached half the energy of the two-photon state~i. ., Ege
→Ege8/2). Therefore, in order to investigate the effect of this
resonance condition, several molecules with slightly differ-
ent structures~and hence slightly different energy levels! had
to be studied. It is difficult to ascertain the value of enhance-
ment of 2PA specifically due to resonance in these cases
since altering a molecule’s structure to satisfy the above con-
dition will inevitably alter its other optical properties~e.g.,
state and transition dipole moments!. If, instead of altering
the position of the first excited state~i.e., Ege→\v for v
held constant!, the photon energy is adjusted to approach
resonance~i.e.,\v→Ege for Ege held constant!, the effect of
resonance enhancement on 2PA can be studied directly.
In this paper, we report on the use of nondegenerate 2PA
~ND-2PA! to vary the energies of the individual photons,
\v1 and\v2 , while keeping the two-photon energy,\(v1
1v2), constant. This allows us to vary the detuning from the
intermediate state while accessing the same final states. In
this way, we can quantitatively study the effect of ISRE in a
single molecule. Through the direct investigation of ISRE
afforded by this route we hope to provide greater insight into
the nature of resonance enhancement. Furthermore, evidence
of significant enhancement suggests promising applications
using ND-2PA. In the following sections, we will address~1!
the one-photon spectroscopic properties of the two fluorene
derivatives used in this study,~2! the techniques utilized for
degenerate and nondegenerate 2PA spectroscopy,~3! the 2PA
spectra generated by these two techniques, and~4! the
quantum-chemical calculations, which allowed us to further
investigate the relationship between detuning energy and
resonance enhancement. We note that Baltramiejunaset l.17
investigated the enhancement of ND-2PA due to deep local




The chemical structures for the two organic molecules
we have chosen to investigate are shown in Fig. 1. Com-
pound 1 has an asymmetricD-p-A structure whereD refers
to a diphenylamine electron donating moiety,p refers to the
conjugated aromatic fluorene core, andA denotes a ben-
zothiazole electron acceptor group. The second compound is
a symmetricD-p-D compound where the conjugated core
lies between the two diphenylamine end groups. The details
for the synthesis procedures for these compounds can be
found in Ref. 18.
B. Methods
1. Linear spectroscopy
All spectroscopic measurements~both linear and nonlin-
ear! were performed on solutions of the two compounds in
hexane~spectroscopic grade from Aldrich!. Hexane was cho-
sen to minimize the effects of solvent polarity on the nonlin-
ear properties of the samples. For the linear absorption and
fluorescence measurements concentrations of approximately
1026 M were used. Absorption spectra were obtained using a
Cary-3 UV-visible spectrophotometer. The fluorescence
spectra were measured with a fully automated spectrofluo-
rimeter ~QM-6/2003, Photon Technology International! un-
der 90° excitation in aT-format method. Quantum yields~h!
of the compounds in solutions were measured using a stan-
dard method,19 relative to Rhodamine 6G in ethanol
~h50.94!.20 In addition, a more detailed analysis of the spec-
troscopic properties of the two compounds including the
steady-state excitation anisotropy spectra which can deter-
mine energetic positions of excited states can be found in
Ref. 21.
2. Degenerate 2PA spectroscopy
The method used for characterization of the degenerate
2PA spectra for these compounds was two-photon fluores-
cence~2PF! spectroscopy. Here, a strong tunable pump beam
excites the material via 2PA and the total integrated fluores-
cence is monitored as a function of input frequency. The
femtosecond source used for the pump beam is a Ti:sapphire
based laser system~CPA-2001, CLARK-MXR! which pro-
vides laser pulses at 775 nm of 150 fs duration at a 1 kHz
repetition rate. This laser, in turn, pumps an optical paramet-
ric amplifier ~OPA! system ~TOPAS, Light Conversion!,
which can be tuned from 570–2100 nm~0.6–2.2 eV! and
provides up to 60mJ of energy. This output energy is then
attenuated and 10–150 nJ are used to produce the 2PF. The
sample solutions were contained within 1 cm path length
quartz cuvettes and the concentrations used were approxi-
mately 1024 M.
The sample is excited with a collimated beam over the
full path length of the cell in such a manner as to minimize
reabsorption of the emission. Following excitation of the
FIG. 1. Molecular structures of fluorene derivatives used in this study. 1,
asymmetricD-p-A compound. 2, symmetricD-p-D compound.
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sample, the full two-photon induced fluorescence spectrum is
recorded to make certain that the up-converted fluorescence
spectrum is independent of pump frequency~which is not
always the case in some materials22!. The 2PF signal was
acquired for a number of different pump irradiances to en-
sure that it exhibits the proper quadratic dependence. The
fluorescence measurement made is a relative one,8 implying
that the 2PF results obtained for the sample under investiga-
tion are calibrated against well-know reference standards:
fluorescein in water (pH511) ~Ref. 23! and 1,4-bis~2-
methylstyryl!benzene in cyclohexane.24
3. Nondegenerate 2PA spectroscopy
For nondegenerate 2PA spectroscopy we make use of a
femtosecond white-light continuum~WLC! pump-probe
nonlinear spectrometer. In this section we provide a brief
explanation of the technique used and refer the reader to a
more detailed description of the method provided in Ref. 25.
In this experimental setup, the OPA~the same one used for
the 2PF method! provides a strong pump beam whose irra-
diance can be varied from 30 to 90 GW/cm2. Another iden-
tical OPA is used to generate a weak, broadband WLC probe
beam by focusing 1–2mJ of 1300 nm light into a 2.5 mm
thick piece of calcium fluoride. The ND-2PA process re-
quires simultaneous absorption of one photon from both the
pump and probe beams. Since the WLC possesses a broad
bandwidth~400–700 nm or 0.7–3.1 eV!, the full 2PA spec-
trum of the compound can be sampled provided the proper
pump wavelength is chosen. In fact, the broadband nature of
the WLC probe should, in principle, allow for a method
which is single-shot in nature. However, in practice, the cre-
ation of the WLC imposes chirp on the probe beam which
requires us to vary the temporal delay of the pump with
respect to the probe in order to obtain the entire 2PA spec-
trum. Furthermore, the nondegenerate nature of the experi-
ment introduces temporal walkoff effects where the differ-
ence in group velocities between the pump and probe pulses
can cause a reduction in the true nonlinear absorption signal.
By correcting for this temporal chirp and accounting for the
linear propagation effects, we can effectively characterize a
sample’s ND-2PA spectrum.
We would like to note that in these experiments we have
chosen to keep the energy of the pump photon less than half
the energy of the linear absorption edge of the sample under
investigation. In doing this, we assure negligible D-2PA of
the pump beam. This allowed us to avoid absorption of the
pump beam and subsequent excited state absorption of the
WLC probe beam which could have interfered with our data
analysis.25
The sample solutions used were placed within 1 mm
path length glass cuvettes and the sample concentrations
were approximately 1022 M. In order to confirm that
aggregation-type effects~e.g., dimer formation! did not inter-
fere with our measurements, we carried out the D-2PA mea-
surements with these highly concentrated solutions as well.
The discrepancies we noticed between the 2PF spectra taken
with the lower concentration samples (1024 M) and the more
highly concentrated ones were minor, thus confirming that
aggregation effects were negligible. This is due to the pres-
ence of the appended alkane chains on the investigated mol-
ecules which afford significant solubility. Furthermore, it
should be noted that the linear absorption at the pump and
probe wavelengths in the nondegenerate WLC measurements
described below were negligible.
4. Theoretical methodology
The molecular ground-state geometries were optimized
using the semiempirical AM1 Hamiltonian.26 All calculations
were performed on isolated molecules, thus neglecting sol-
vent effects. This approximation seems reasonable because
hexane was chosen as the solvent in the experiments for the
specific reason of minimizing solvent effects. The excited-
state energies, state- and transition-dipole moments were ob-
tained by performing a highly correlated calculation where
the INDO ~Ref. 27! Hamiltonian is coupled to a multirefer-
ence determinant single and double configuration interaction
~MRD-CI! technique~Refs. 28 and 29! using the Mataga-
Nishimoto potential30 to express the Coulomb repulsion
term. From the excited state energies and transition dipoles
we then calculate the degenerate and nondegenerate 2PA
cross sections as will be detailed below.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. One-photon spectroscopy
The one-photon absorption and fluorescence spectra for
compounds 1 and 2 in hexane are shown in Fig. 2. The linear
absorption spectra for both compounds have well-defined
peaks identifying the first two strongly allowed one-photon
FIG. 2. Absorption ~a! and fluorescence~b! spectra of compounds 1
~dashed! and 2~solid! in hexane.
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transitions. Furthermore, both compounds exhibit vibronic
structures in the absorption and fluorescence spectra which
have a progression of approximately 1300 cm21 correspond-
ing to C-C stretching vibrations. The quantum yields for
compounds 1 and 2 in hexane were determined to be 0.7 and
0.4, respectively.
B. Two-photon spectroscopy
Schematic representations of the 2PA spectroscopy ex-
periments carried out on compounds 1 and 2 are shown in
Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. Figure 3 illustrates 2PA into the
first excited state of theD-p-A molecule whereas Fig. 4
denotes 2PA into the first two-photon allowed state of the
D-p-D molecule. As compound 2 is close to a centrosym-
metric system, 2PA into its strongly one-photon allowed low-
est excited singlet state is negligible; consequently, nonlinear
absorption into its first two-photon allowed state was studied.
For the asymmetric molecule~compound 1!, 2PA is symme-
try allowed into every excited state. This permitted us to
investigate 2PA also into the lowest excited state.
Figures 3~a! and 4~a! schematically describe the D-2PA
experiments, which were carried out by the 2PF method. The
remaining figures@Figs. 3~b!–3~e! and 4~b!–4~d!# denote
ND-2PA, as studied in the WLC pump-probe experiment.
The arrows denoting the pump photon are shown in bold
since the pump beam is the high-intensity beam.D represents
the detuning energy between the first excited state and the
energy of the high-energy photon~the probe photon in ND-
2PA!.
The values of the photon energies are given in Tables I
and II. Although the probe is actually composed of a broad
continuum of energies, for the sake of simplicity it is repre-
sented here as the energy necessary to reach the peak of the
2PA spectrum. The sum of the energies of the incident pho-
tons is resonant with the final state which can be verified in
Tables I and II, considering that the experimentally deter-
mined state energies areE2PA53.22 eV for compound 1 and
E2PA'4.00 eV for compound 2.
The two-photon absorption spectra, as acquired from the
2PF experiment~i.e., D-2PA! and the WLC pump-probe
experiment31,32 for compounds 1 and 2, are shown in Figs.
5~a! and 6~a!, respectively. The corresponding pump energies
for the WLC measurements are listed in the inset. The solid
lines are sums of two Gaussian functions of width 0.3 eV
which are fitted to the experimental data. Furthermore, the
centers of the Gaussian functions are kept constant for the
curves in each individual figure. The one exception is curve
~d! in Fig. 6~a!. The peak of the nonlinear absorption spec-
trum is slightly blue shifted~;0.05 eV! with respect to the
other three curves; this is within the bounds determined by
the experimental errors.
First, from Fig. 5~a! we note that the peak positions of
the 2PA spectra correlate quite well with the position of the
first excited state for compound 1 illustrated by the location
of the peak of the linear absorption spectrum shown in Fig.
2~a! (E0153.22 eV). 2PA into higher lying excited states is
also evident; however, the contours of the 2PA spectra do not
FIG. 4. Schematic representation of experiments performed for 2PA into the
first two-photon allowed state of compound 2.~a! Shows the D-2PA mea-
surement~2PF! whereas~b!–~d! show ND-2PA~WLC!; in the latter cases,
\v1 represents the probe photons and\v2 the pump photons. The photon
energies for each experiment are given in Table II.
FIG. 3. Schematic representation of experiments performed for 2PA into the
first excited state of compound 1.~a! Shows the D-2PA measurement~2PF!
whereas~b!–~e! show ND-2PA~WLC!; in the latter cases,\v1 represents
the probe photons and\v2 the pump photons. The exact photon energies for
each experiment are given in Table I.
TABLE I. 2PA spectral data for compound 1. The photon energies (\v1 , \v2 in eV! for the experiments
schematically represented in Fig. 3 are given. For the nondegenerate case, index 1 represents the probe photons
and 2 the pump photons. The slightly different values for the probe energies in the calculations vs the experi-
ments are due to the slight overestimation of theS1 energy in the theoretical studies. Also given are the peak
2PA cross sections in GM units (1310250 cm4 sec photon21 molecule21) of the experimental (dexp) and sum-
over-states calculated (dSOS) 2PA spectra given in Fig. 5 as well as their associated resonance enhancements
(ISREexp,ISRESOS). The absolute errors fordexp are615% and the relative errors from one wavelength to the
next are66%.
Experimental Sum over states
\v1 \v2 dexp
max ISREexp \v1 \v2 dSOS
max ISRESOS
~a! 1.61 1.61 72 1.00 1.72 1.72 65 1.00
~b! 1.84 1.38 133 1.85 2.06 1.38 84 1.29
~c! 2.19 1.03 168 2.33 2.41 1.03 124 1.91
~d! 2.39 0.83 190 2.64 2.61 0.83 169 2.60
~e! 2.53 0.69 239 3.32 2.75 0.69 216 3.32
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follow that of the linear spectrum. For the second compound,
Fig. 6~a! shows negligible 2PA into the first excited state as
expected for a system close to being centrosymmetric. The
peak positions of the 2PA spectra denote the position of the
first two-photon allowed state,E2PA54.00 eV. The close
proximity between this two-photon allowed state and the
second one-photon allowed state shown in Fig. 2~b! (E02
54.03 eV) was verified by the quantum-chemical calcula-
tions which show that the two states are separated by less
than 0.05 eV.
Second, Figs. 5~a! and 6~a! illustrate directly the effect
of intermediate state resonance enhancement. As noted in
Figs. 3 and 4, a decrease in the pump photon energy causes a
reduction in the detuning energy between the probe photon
energy and the first excited state~i.e., the intermediate state!.
This decreased detuning energy leads to resonant enhance-
ment of the 2PA spectra, as evidenced in Figs. 5~a! and 6~a!.
In order to determine the magnitude of this resonance en-
hancement, each peak cross section~given in Tables I and II!
was normalized to the value acquired from the D-2PA mea-
surement because the degenerate measurement represents the
largest possible detuning energy. The values of the ISRE are
shown in Tables I and II. For the two-photon resonance, the
data show over a threefold increase ind for compound 1 and
nearly a fivefold increase for compound 2. It is important to
realize here that while enhancement into higher-lying states
~as is the case for 2! has been observed in molecules when
using D-2PA~see above!, enhancement into the first excited
singlet state~as in 1! is a direct consequence of nondegener-
ate excitation. This phenomenon of enhanced two-photon
transitions in molecules with permanent dipole moments was
predicted theoretically by Scharf and Band33 in 1988. In ad-
dition, we would also like to note that 2PA into higher-level
excited states of molecule 1~shown forEexp.3.22 eV) also
exhibits resonance enhancement. For a pump photon energy
of 0.83 eV@indicated by curve d in Fig. 5~a!#, the nondegen-
erate data show more than 20 times enhancement relative to
the degenerate data at a value of 3.75 eV for the sum of the
two-photon energies. In this case, the probe photon energy is
approximately 2.9 eV; based on the linear absorption spec-
trum for compound 1~Fig. 2!, this corresponds to a detuning
energy of only 0.1 eV relative to the first vibronic feature of
theS0→S1 excitation. Vibronic contributions can have a sig-
nificant impact on resonant nonlinear optical responses.34,35
In this case, this vibronic feature determines the position of
the intermediate state which affects resonance enhancement.
Linear absorption of the WLC probe beam prevents the mea-
surement of the ND-2PA spectrum for an even higher sum of
photon energies. This is reflected in the truncation of the
ND-2PA spectra at higher values ofEexp in the figures.
TABLE II. 2PA spectral data for compound 2. The photon energies (\v1 , \v2 in eV! for the experiments
schematically represented in Fig. 4 are given. For the nondegenerate case, index 1 represents the probe photons
and 2 the pump photons. Also given are the peak 2PA cross sections in GM units (1
310250 cm4 sec photon21 molecule21) of the experimental (dexp) and sum-over-states calculated (dSOS) 2PA
spectra given in Fig. 6 as well as their associated resonance enhancements (ISREexp, SOS). The absolute
errors fordexp are615% and the relative errors from one wavelength to the next are66%.
Experimental Sum over states
\v1 \v2 dexp
max ISREexp \v1 \v2 dSOS
max ISRESOS
~a! 2.00 2.00 89 1.00 2.03 2.03 100 1.00
~b! 2.35 1.65 169 1.90 2.41 1.65 132 1.32
~c! 2.62 1.38 253 2.84 2.68 1.38 185 1.85
~d! 3.02 1.03 427 4.80 3.03 1.03 391 3.91
FIG. 5. 2PA spectra of compound 1,~a! shows the 2PA spectra for the experiments schematically represented in Fig. 3. The absolute errors fordexp are615%
and the relative errors from one wavelength to the next are66%. The symbols represent the 2PA cross sections acquired from the 2PF experiment and the
WLC pump-probe experiment and the solid lines are fitting functions.~b! Shows the sum-over-states calculated 2PA spectra. They axes denote 2PA cross
sections in GM units (1310250 cm4 sec photon21 molecule21) and thex axes represent the sum of the two photon energies in eV. The vertical dashed lines
in both figures represent the position of the peak 2PA cross sections which are given in Table I.
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C. Quantum chemical analysis
To gain a deeper understanding of the resonance en-
hancement processes, we have performed quantum-chemical
calculations of ND-2PA relying on the perturbative sum-
over-states~SOS! approach given by Orr and Ward for the
third-order molecular polarizabilityg(2v1 ;v1 ,2v2 ,v2)
~Ref. 36! ~here, contributions from the 300 lowest-lying ex-
cited states are considered in the perturbative expansion and
the damping factorG was taken to be 0.1 eV for all transi-
tions in accordance with previous publications8,13!. The ND-
2PA cross sectiondND is then related to the imaginary part of









where index 1 refers to the probe beam and index 2 to the
pump beam.L is the local field factor andn the refractive
index of the medium. These were both set to 1 for the study
of isolated molecules in vacuum. Equation~1! reduces to the
well-known expression for the degenerate case~see, for ex-
ample, Ref. 7 or 13! for L15L2 , n15n2 , andv15v2 . To
account for the fact that the experimentally investigated
sample is isotropic, the orientational average ofg is used in
Eq. ~1!.
The resulting degenerate and nondegenerate 2PA spectra
for molecules 1 and 2 for the two compounds are given in
Figs. 5~b! and 6~b!. The pump energies were identical to
those used in the experiments described above and are listed
in Tables I and II.
For both molecules, the calculated SOS spectra describe
very well the effect of resonance enhancement. Furthermore,
the magnitudes of the degenerate and nondegenerate 2PA
cross sections~both for the lowest two-photon allowed state
and higher-lying states! agree well with the experimental
data. As a result, the values for the intermediate-state reso-
nance enhancement are consistent with the experimental re-
sults.
We note that for molecule 1 the spectral position of the
calculated 2PA maxima is shifted with respect to experiment:
E2PA8 53.44 eV versusE2PA53.22 eV ~where the prime de-
notes the theoretical value!. This is a result of a slight over-
estimation of the position of the first excited state~by 0.22
eV! in the quantum-chemical calculations; a similar discrep-
ancy occurs for molecule 2 (E018 53.53 eV versusE01
53.3 eV). The difference inE01 values between the theoret-
ical and experimental results manifests itself when plotting
ISRE versus the detuning energy; however, the overall cor-
relation between the experimental and SOS-generated 2PA
spectra is quite satisfactory.
D. Essential-state models
Given that the full sum-over-states expression forg ~in-
cluding contributions from the first 300 excited states! pro-
vides an effective description of the ISRE phenomenon, it is
useful to try and find approximations to the full SOS treat-
ment, that would allow for a more simple picture and a
greater insight into the nature of ISRE. In this context, Dirk,
Cheng, and Kuzyk40 and Birge and Pierce41 have developed
a three-level model forg while Mazumdaret al.42 investi-
gated the roles of essential states in the third-order nonlin-
earity. In such approximate expressions the full SOS formula
is truncated by assuming that there is a single excited state
ue& that is strongly one-photon allowed and acts as an inter-
mediate state for 2PA into the two-photon allowed states
ue8&. When considering only resonant terms in D-2PA, the
full SOS expression reduces to three terms: a dipolar term
~D!, a two-photon term~T!, and a negative term~N!. TheD
and T terms contain two-photon resonances withue& and
FIG. 6. 2PA spectra of compound 2.~a! Shows the 2PA spectra for the experiments schematically represented in Fig. 4. The absolute errors fordexp are615%
and the relative errors from one wavelength to the next are66%. The symbols represent the 2PA cross sections acquired from the 2PF experiment and the
WLC pump-probe experiment and the solid lines are fitting functions.~b! Shows the sum-over-states calculated 2PA spectra. They axes denote 2PA cross
sections in GM units (1310250 cm4 sec photon21 molecule21) and thex axes represent the sum of the two photon energies in eV. The vertical dashed lines
in both figures represent the position of the peak 2PA cross sections which are given in Table II.
T BLE III. Selected INDO/MRD-CI calculated dipole moments~in Debye!
and transition energies~in eV! for molecules 1 and 2.
Molecule 1 Molecule 2
Ege 3.44 Ege 3.53
mge 10.31 mge 8.78
Dmge 7.78 Ege8 4.05
mee8 5.80
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ue8&, respectively. TheN term is related to one-photon resonances and therefore will not be discussed here. This simple
three-state model for D-2PA has been successfully applied in numerous studies to date~see, for example, Ref. 7, 8, or 13!.
Following the same approach, theD andT terms can also be derived for the nondegenerate case and can be written as
Im g~2v1 ;v1 ,2v2 ,v2!







H 1~Vge2\v2!~Vge2\v1! 1 1~Vge2\v2!~Vge2\v2! 1 1~Vge* 2\v1!~Vge2\v1! 1 1~Vge* 2\v1!~Vge2\v2!J TG , ~2!
where mge is the transition dipole moment between the
ground stateug& and ue&, mee8 is the transition moment be-
tweenue& and ue8&, andDmge is the difference between the
permanent dipole moments in statesug& and ue&. Vge5Ege
2 iGge andVge85Ege82 iGge8 , whereEge andEge8 are the
transition energies from the ground state to the relevant ex-
cited states andG is the damping term associated with these
states~set to a constant value of 0.1 eV, as mentioned above!.
It should be noted that Eq.~2! reproduces the terms appli-
cable for D-2PA when\v15\v25\v.
For the case of a resonance into a particular excited state
(\v11\v25Ege in the case of 2PA into the one-photon
allowed stateue& and \v11\v25Ege8 for excitation into
ue8&) and when the damping is much smaller than the photon
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~3!






S 1Eeg2\v1 1 1Eeg2\v2D
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~4!
for the T-term describing ND-2PA intoue8&. K is a common











dD is associated with noncentrosymmetric systems and can
be used to describe the 2PA spectra of molecule 1 while
dT should provide a proper qualitative description of
molecule 2.
To study the reliability of the essential-state models to
describe the resonance enhancement, we have compared the
values ford and ISRE obtained from the converged SOS
approach~see Tables I and II! to those obtained from Eqs.~3!
and~4!. The relevant transition energies and dipole moments
~as obtained from the INDO/MRD-CI calculations described
above! are given in Table III; for molecule 1, only the prop-
erties of the one-photon state are given while for molecule 2
we also list the energy and transition dipole to the dominant
2PA active state in the spectral region of the 2PA maximum.
The comparison between the converged SOS results and
the essential-state results is shown in Table IV. For both
molecules, the ISRE is well reproduced by the essential-state
models. However, the magnitude of the ISRE is somewhat
underestimated, especially for molecule 1. This is actually
largely due to an overestimation of the degenerate 2PA cross
section by the essential-state model. It turns out from a de-
tailed analysis of the different channels contributing to the
fully converged results that higher-lying one-photon allowed
intermediate states result in mixed contributions which re-
duced ~indeed, for the molecules investigated here, the lin-
ear absorption spectra in Fig. 2 show that there are additional
strongly one photon allowed states around 4 eV!. When the
probe wavelength is tuned close to the first linear absorption,
the dD @Eq. ~3!# contribution to the overall 2PA intoue& is
much more strongly enhanced than the channels involving
these higher-lying excited states. Therefore, the relative con-
tribution of those channels decreases in the case of ISRE.
This explains why the relative error indD decreases for
larger probe energies and the overall ISRE is smaller than for
the converged results. These deviations are much smaller in
TABLE IV. Degenerate and nondegenerate 2PA cross sections in GM units (1
310250 cm4 sec photon21 molecule21) and ISRE for molecule 1 and molecule 2 as obtained from the essential-
state models given in Eqs.~3! and ~4!, respectively.\v1 and\v2 are given in eV.
Molecule 1 Molecule 2
\v1 \v2 dD ISRED \v1 \v2 dT ISRET
1.72 1.72 135 1.00 2.03 2.03 99 1.00
2.06 1.38 168 1.25 2.41 1.65 130 1.31
2.41 1.03 225 1.67 2.68 1.38 179 1.80
2.61 0.83 279 2.07 3.03 1.03 365 3.66
2.75 0.69 335 2.49
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molecule 2, since there the coupling via the higher-lying one-
photon allowed states is weaker.45
Thus, the essential-state models provide a qualitative
~and, in the case of molecule 2, also quantitative! d scription
of ISRE, which allows a simple analysis of ISRE in terms of
Eqs.~3! and~4!. One finds a resonance enhancement fordD
when either\v1 or \v2 approaches zero, which for 2PA
into ue& requires\v2→Ege or \v1→Ege . This is fully con-
sistent with the experimental finding that the ND-2PA cross
section strongly increases when the energy of the probe pho-
ton approaches the one-photon resonance. The resonances in
dT also occur, when\v2→Ege or \v1→Ege , rationalizing
the increase in the cross section when the probe energy in the
experiments approaches the energy of the intermediate one-
photon state.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the effect of resonance enhance-
ment on the two-photon absorbing properties of both sym-
metric and asymmetric fluorene derivative. The use of ND-
2PA permitted us to control the photon energies involved in
the 2PA process, allowing a quantitative study of the effect of
ISRE in a single molecule. We were able to observe nearly
five times enhancement in the value of the peak 2PA cross
section for the symmetric compound. The asymmetric com-
pound exhibited over threefold enhancement. Furthermore,
2PA into higher-lying excited states of the asymmetric com-
pound revealed over 20 times enhancement of the nonlinear-
ity.
Using a perturbative SOS expression including the first
300 excited states of the molecules under investigation, two-
photon absorption spectra were calculated. The calculated
spectra showed strong qualitative as well as quantitative
agreement with the experimentally generated spectra for
identical pump photon energies. A simplified three-level
model for ND-2PA was also developed and provides insight
into the mechanism of ISRE. These detailed studies of ND-
2PA reveal the potential to generate well over an order of
magnitude enhancement of the nonlinearity as compared to
D-2PA in the same molecule. This could provide great impe-
tus for the development of applications which exploit ND-
2PA.
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